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Current Data

The Arabic Learner Corpus currently includes 1585 texts in a raw format.

Target Data

The ALC will include further information describing the language errors.

The Annotation Tool

Main functions

1. Text Tokenisation
   The Text Tokenisation function helps in segmenting the text into separate word-based tokens, this enables the annotator to attach tags to those tokens include errors.

2. Smart-Selection
   When an error exists more than once, the Smart-Selection function enables the annotator to find them all and tag them in a single step with no need to repeat the annotation process with each error.

3. Auto-Tagging
   The Auto-Tagging feature, which is similar to translation memories, recognises the tokens that have been manually annotated and stores them in a database. So, tokens with the same error can be detected and annotated automatically next time.

For further information about ALC please visit: www.arabiclearnercorpus.com